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Figure l7: Gettinga playbar 
method 1 - drag and drop 

[ mouse release routine with a moving object 1 
¢ YES 

FTimeline object - control collides signal receivec? 

Llidrawmation record mode acthg 
NO 

ltolliding object locked to a vdaccl 
yes NO 

i [use the vdacc instead of the objectl 
in” 

i F5 "mouse release in grid" ON 
NO l yes 

NO 
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'[is mouse upclick point within the geometry of my elementsl 

l is "must come from below/outside" set (M 
Ifabove tests passed ¢ NO 

is the object's mouse down click point 
below / outside my overall dimensions 

¢ YES 

laybar exist for this object?: 
l N0 

find empty space for a new playba? 

Fcreate new play bar and place on timeline 1 

NO 

l‘does p 
yes 

$ than 

I refresh DM information for this playbar N° 
¢ then 

move colliding object by the mouse 
drag distance stored in the object 

‘ yes 

clone 

method 2- Using the info canvas 

l Select info canvas entry IL 

yes 
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Figure 18: Getting Drawmation information for a playbar 

To refresh the segments on a playbar 

l delete all the segments on the play bar] 
i then 

send a message to drawmation requesting the times for the object which is referenced by this playbar. 
This message contains the id of the owner object and the timeline control which the playbar belongs tc 
This is so that responses are returned to the correct place. 

‘ then 

The software returns to idle state waiting for replies from drawmation.These replies will be a set of 
messages each containing data about a particular event in the DM session 

Receive drawmation message 
yes 

I Message contains DM time data l 
NO l yes 

I extract owner control ID, start time,end time, DM condition 
l then 

$ than 

The playbar creates a new segment based on the information in the message. The data 
extracted from the message is stored in the segment so that information about the segment 
can be given to the user without having to request more data from drawmation. 

‘ YES 

l?nd the playbar wihich deals with this ownercontrol I 

calculate the screen dimensions of the segment.This is based on comparing the 
segment start and end times with the start and end times of the timeline object and 
the screen resolution currently set for the timeline. Segments which are not visible as 
a result ofthe above calculatons,for example; the fall past the end of the displayed 
region of the time line, are still created but not shown. 

v yes 

done 
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Figure i9zCon?guring the timeline display using the mouse 
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i no 
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Figure 20: 

yes 

starttime edit mode i“ adjust the starttime of the display by the "5 
“° amount of cursor movement 

adjust the screen resolution ofthe timeline so that the start time 
of the timeline remains the same but the time represented by the 
position where the mouse was clicked down is moved to the 
present position of the mouse.The mouse movements are re- Ye‘ 

calculated to assume that they are constrained to moving along 
the timeline or around a play rectangle. If the new resolution 
results in grid lines being closer than a prede?ned minimum,or 
greater than a predefined maximum,the grid lines are recalculated 
Scalegridlines are always spaced by 10 or 20 grid lines. 

time dragging mode yes a message is sent to drawmation indicating a new current time is 
being requested by the user. Drawmation will update the gui 

no 

resolution edit mode 

according to its stored data. Drawmation will send a set current 
time message back to all timelines ( see SETTING THE TIME), but Yes 
this one will ignore the message while it is intime dragging mode 
as the user is in control of the play cursor. 

V 
‘ 

tlme setting mode H no action is taken on mouse move events ye‘ done 
l’lO 

Figure 21: 

yes 

time setting modesend set current time message to drawmation 
time setting mode Ye‘ . . . . . . . 

m, based on mouse upclick pos|t|on In relation to the t|mel|ne start 

time and screen resoution setting.This will have the same effect as time dragging mode . _ 
no mouse move events In time dragging mode 

starttime edit mode yes M 4, always 

"° yes T clear all timeline mouse modes . . ____> 
resolutlon edit mode 
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Figure 22:5etting thetime 
set current time 

then 

I is time parameter box for the playcursor visiblil 
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yes 

I set parameter box to show the new timt? 
then 

Us new time past the end of the current timespan] 
no 

V 

yes 

I ignore boundariesl‘?L’l hide the play cursor I 

no 

| move the timespan to the previous page 1T 

scrolling mode 

I yes 

no 

move the current timespan by the difference between 
the new time and the most recent timesetting 

ITs new time before the start of the current timespan 
no i yes 

I ignore boundarirQL] hide the play cursoT‘J yes 

no 

scrolling mode 
no 

move the current timespan by the difference between 
the new time and the most recent timesetting 

yes 

move the play cursor to its correct position calculated from the new time, 
the current timespan and the current timeline resolution. 
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Figure 23: Copying an object 

mousepress on object 

Start copy timer - approx 1 sec - a timer event is 

generated when the timer times out 

Make a note of which object was clicked on 1 

¢ 

Timer event from a copy timer 

Set copy mode on (and set "hand cursor") 

, i 

exit | 

mouse move on object 

is copy mode on 
no ‘ yes 

Set copy mode OH’ (and clear "hand cursor") 
J, . 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The invention relates to graphical user methods for direct 
ing a digital machine having a display to play media ?les. 

2. Description of Related Art 
The linear time line has been a primary navigational and 

editing enabling technology in software products for over 
tWo decades for use in media development With a computer. 
The linear time line has under gone numerous changes and 
modi?cations by hundreds, if not thousands, of different 
programmers through these years. Yet for all of these 
modi?cations, all of the resulting linear time line operations 
have continued to remain dependent upon external access to 
tools. The access to these tools by the user has not changed 
much: these tools have generally been accessed by clicking 
on icons or by clicking on selections in menus. 

One general characteristic of these tools that applies 
commonly to all permutations of linear time lines is that the 
utiliZation of these tools results in one action being carried 
out at a time. In other Words, When any one of these tools, 
or a speci?c combination of them, is activated (selected) to 
enable a speci?c operation or function to be carried out on 
the linear time line, no other functions or actions can be 
utiliZed from any other of the tools or combinations of these 
tools. 

In this type of environment users are constantly turning on 
and olf various tools and combinations of tools to operate 
their linear time line to aid in the navigation through media 
and the recording, editing and playing of that media. The 
tools may include: (a) a play cursor Which exists as an 
independent mode Which must be entered in order to activate 
its use, (b) a Zoom tool Which requires the clicking on an 
icon or making a selection in a menu or order to activate it, 
(c) scrubber tools that enable a user to move forWard or 
backWard through the media, and (d) grab tools Which 
enable a user to grab certain parts of media elements and 
move them, etc. 

Each of the operations of these external tools are gener 
ally de?ned by a computer program that governs the use of 
the time line. Again, it should be noted that When each of 
these external tools is activated, this deactivates the other 
tools that are or could be used. 
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2 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention generally comprises methods for 
onscreen graphical user interaction With a digital machine 
interface that enables a user to direct the machine to play 
media ?les of any type. 

The invention provides tWo structures that provide an 
interactive collection of capabilities to provide a simple 
intuitive Work environment and deliver direct access to the 
control of many media functions. This control is achieved 
Without the use of media tools, as Would commonly be 
accessed from icons, pull doWn menus and the like in other 
softWare. Rather, the control is achieved by the use of 
graphical means Which are part of the Blackspace operating 
environment, as described in the copending applications 
captioned above and in companion copending applications 
Method for Formatting Text by Hand DraWn Inputs, Ser. No. 
10/672,112, ?led Sep. 26, 2003, and Method for Creating 
and Using Computer PassWords, Ser. No. 10/635,883, ?led 
Aug. 5, 2003. These can be directly manipulated by a user 
to generate a spectrum of operability that replaces a Wide 
variety of independent tools as required by existing linear 
timelines. 
The tWo graphic structures are: (1) the Blackspace Time 

line (BTL), and (2) the Play Rectangle (PR). Both of these 
structures exist as graphic objects and they permit users to 
both navigate and operate (e.g., edit, scrub, assemble, com 
bine, etc.) media Without the use of external tools, e.g., a 
Zoom tool, a play cursor, Which must be entered as a separate 
mode, etc. It should be noted that both the BTL and the PR 
can be used for multiple overall purposes. They have two 
different modes of operation. These are: (1) functioning as a 
time scale device and (2) functioning as a measurement 
device. The user operation and interaction With the graphic 
elements of both the BTL and the PR to accomplish both 
purposes are largely the same. This means that the BTL and 
the PR have the same user interface for their operation and 
that this interface can be used for tWo independent modes of 
operation. 

It is the folloWing combination of abilities that enables the 
BTL and PR to eliminate the need for commonly required 
external time line tools. The BTL and the PR offer the 
folloWing abilities: 
1. The ability to move the timeline to any location onscreen 

as a graphic object. The ability for this graphic object to 
automatically become the top layer When it is moved so 
it remains visible over the media it is controlling. 

2. The ability to change the length of the BTL and the PR. 
. The ability to rescale the BTL and the PR. 

4. The ability to reposition media on the BTL and the PR 
Without changing the length or scaling of either timeline. 

5. The ability to play media backWards and forWards at a 
user controlled pace by manipulating a single graphic 
object on the timeline. This object is called the play 
cursor. 

6. The ability to create and attach play bars as required, 
derived from any piece of individual media in a media 
performance, to a BTL and/or PR. 

7. The ability to automatically glue (attach) the individual 
play bars to the BTL and PR such that When the either 
timeline is moved, all of the play bars associated With it 
move along With it as a single composite graphic. 

8. The ability for the BTL and the PR to be assigned to 
another graphic object or device and later be recalled from 
these objects and/or devices as a fully operational time 
line. 
















